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Mouse Retina Imaging by Means of Inverted Selective Plane Illumination
Microscopy (ISPIM)
Zeno Lavagnino, Francesca Cella Zanacchi, Luca Lanzano`, Alberto Diaspro.
Nanophysics, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, Genoa, Italy.
The retina has a very complex structure andworking principle, since its task is to
elaborate and transmit light signals to the optical nerve. Investigating its three
dimensional structure in details represents a key point to understand its behavior.
Lightsheet microscopy has been established as a powerful technique to reveal
structures in thick biological specimens. Nevertheless, standard Selective Plane
Illumination Microscopes (1) still rely on the embedding of the sample within
agar gel or some other aqueous compound. This kind of solution limits the
variety of samples that one can investigate under SPIM. To get rid of these lim-
itations, we developed a version of inverted SPIM (2) which takes advantage of
light sheet microscopy in a vertical geometry, where the specimen can be placed
on standard petri dishes or coverslips, thus enhancing the portfolio of usable
samples for SPIM.We performed imaging of transgenicmouse retina expressing
standard fluorescent proteins (3), being interested on the retinal ganglion cell
layer, to produce a 3D reconstruction of the development of dendrites. We
were able to perform volume acquisition covering the entire thickness of the
retina (approximately 300 microns) in less than 10 seconds with a large field
of view, using a low NA detection objective. This technique combines the
advantages of placing the sample in a standard substrate for microscopy with
the speed of a widefield microscope, obtaining a resolution (with low NA objec-
tive) comparable to confocal microscopy. Moreover, 3D imaging can be
achieved deeper into the sample than using standard microscopy techniques (4).
(1) Ahrens M.B. et al. Nat. Methods 10 413-420 (2013).
(2) Wu Y. et al. PNAS 108 (43) (2011).
(3) Renvision project, FP7-ICT-2011-9 (NBIS) - Grant Agreement Number
600847.
(4) Lavagnino Z. et al. Opt. Express 21 (5) (2013).
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Tomographic Incoherent Phase Imaging, a Diffraction Tomography Alter-
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We describe the use of a tomographic technique based on incoherent phase
imaging to reconstruct the refractive index map of semi-transparent biological
samples like tissues or living cells. Quadri-wave lateral shearing interferometry
is used to recover the electromagnetic field (intensity and phase) diffracted by
the sample. In standard diffraction tomography experiments, a high-resolution
3D refractive index reconstruction is made by illuminating the object with plane
waves with various incidence angles. The diffracted electromagnetic fields are
recorded sequentially and combined in the Fourier space as the refractive index
can be extracted from the electromagnetic (EM) field diffracted by an object.
This technique requires either a very stable setup during the whole acquisition
of about 1000 angles or less angles but a much more time consuming inversion
algorithm with some a priori knowledge about the sample. We propose here to
inspire from the optical sectioning effect that appears in bright field microscopy
when the light source is extended. In this case, rather than sending successive
illuminations, the sample is illuminated by all the angles at once. This leads to
axial and lateral resolution increase compared to classical coherent illumination.
We use the nativewhite light spatially incoherent of a non-modifiedmicroscope.
A z-stack is recorded by an objective translation along the optical axis in order to
reconstruct the 3D object structure. Then, the use of deconvolution tools [4]
allows us to get access to the sample local complex refractive index. The
main advantages of our approach are its easy implementation compared to the
other state-of-the-art diffraction tomographic setups. Its speed makes label-
free 3D living sample imaging possible. We will present the theoretical back-
ground of Tomographic Incoherent Phase Imaging and propose accurate
tomographic reconstruction of fixed tissue up to 100 mm and adherent live cells.
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Accurate High Throughput Bright Field Bead Tracking using Gpu
Hardware
Jelmer Cnossen, David Dulin, Nynke H. Dekker.
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With the recent advances in camera technology, the potential of microscopy to
study the behaviour of single molecules can make great strides. Here, we
present a highly-optimized method to track magnetic beads in a bright-field mi-
croscopy setup that takes full advantage of both new camera technology and
fast graphics hardware to do parallel computations. Using large field-of-view
cameras, we can carry out real-time tracking of hundreds of magnetic beads
in parallel while maintaining nanometer-scale accuracy. Additionally, we canuse fast CMOS camera’s to perform real-time bead tracking at an acquisition
rate of several kHz. These advances allow us to use the magnetic tweezer as
a tool to acquire detailed statistical knowledge at high temporal resolution of
the behaviour of single molecules or molecular complexes.
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Super-Resolution Microscopy of Cells Expressing Rhabdovirus Proteins
Toby D.M. Bell1, Donna R. Whelan1, Aaron Brice2, Gregory W. Moseley2.
1School of Chemistry, Monash University, Clayton, Australia, 2Biochemistry
and Molecular Biology, Monash University, Clayton, Australia.
Interferon (IFN)-mediated immunity is a central mode of defense against viral
infection and evasion of this immune response is critical to the pathogenicity of
viruses. IFN-antagonist proteins have recently been shown to interact with host
microtubules (MTs) demonstrating a novel mechanism for subverting the IFN
response (1). Using super-resolution fluorescence microscopy we have imaged
the association of the IFN-antagonist protein with host cell MTs and the conse-
quent changes to the architecture of the cell cytoskeleton.
Super resolution imaging was achieved using the dSTORM approach on a
home-built set-up. dSTORM imaging of MT architecture in cells expressing
Rhabdovirus proteins has allowed previously unobservable changes caused
by the IFN-antagonist proteins to be
detected. Transfected cells COS7 cells
labeled with Alexa 647 (Figure - left
panel) show a high degree of bundling
and abnormal curvature of the microtu-
bule skeleton. In contrast, healthy con-
trol cells (Figure - center panel) show
normal microtubule architecture.
(1) K.G. Lieu, A. Brice, L. Wiltzer, B. Hirst, D.A. Jans, D. Blondel and G.W.
Moseley, Journal of Virology, (2013) doi: 10/1128/JVI.00989-13.
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Kirsten Bacia1.
1ZIK HALOmem, MLU Halle-Wittenberg, Halle, Germany, 2Institute of
Chemistry, Division of Macromlecular Chemistry, MLU Halle-Wittenberg,
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Hybrid vesicles made from a mixture of lipids and amphiphilic polymers offer a
wide variety of chemical and physical properties for different applications.
Their mechanical stability and low permeability make them attractive for the
use as drug carriers as well as model membranes for the investigation of mem-
brane proteins.
We have previously shown that the incorporation of diblock copolymers con-
sisting of hydrophilic polyethyleneoxide and hydrophobic polyisobutylene
moieties severely alter the appearance of DPPC GUVs. Confocal fluorescence
microscopy images show an absence of the typically facetted appearance of
pure DPPC GUVs and - depending on the amount of polymer - the occurrence
of phase separation.
There is also a significant increase in the lateral mobility in the gel phase of
DPPC, which was probed by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS).
The opposite effect can be seen in DOPC GUVs where the Tm of the pure lipid
membrane is below room temperature: the hybrid membranes exhibit a slower
lateral diffusion, indicating a stiffening of the fluid membrane.
Cellular membranes typically consist of a large number of different constitu-
ents which lead to a more varied behavior in terms of lateral mobility and
domain formation. We are extending our investigations to include ternary sys-
tems, which show demixing even without the addition of the polymer. The pref-
erence of the polymer for one of the phases and its influence on the phase
behaviour of the lipids is investigated.
To further examine the submicroscopic domain structure of the membranes we
utilize spot-variation FCS (svFCS). This technique is able to differentiate be-
tween macroscopically indistinguishable membrane systems which contain
e.g. micro-domains or a percolation meshwork by measuring diffusion on
different spatial scales.
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Temporal Focusing, Line and Point-Scanning Two-Photon Fluorescence
Microscopy for In Vivo Imaging: A Comparative Study of Signal Levels
and Bleaching Rates
Jules Girard, Erwin J.G. Peterman.
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Two-photon excitation fluorescence (TPEF) microscopy is a widely used tech-
nique that benefits from inherent optical sectioning properties, low scattering
and low unwanted absorption from biological samples. Its most common
